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Medical and public health organizations recommend that mothers exclusively breastfeed for

at least 6 months. This recommendation is based on evidence of health benefits for mothers

and babies, as well as developmental benefits for babies. A spate of recent work challenges

the extent of these benefits, and ethical criticism of breastfeeding promotion as stigmatizing is

also growing.  Building on this critical work, we are concerned about breastfeeding

promotion that praises breastfeeding as the “natural” way to feed infants. This messaging

plays into a powerful perspective that “natural” approaches to health are better, a view

examined in a recent report by the Nuffield Council on Bioethics.  Promoting breastfeeding

as “natural” may be ethically problematic, and, even more troublingly, it may bolster this

belief that “natural” approaches are presumptively healthier. This may ultimately challenge

public health’s aims in other contexts, particularly childhood vaccination.

The measles outbreak of 2014–2015 sparked intense, condemnatory discussion of vaccine

refusal. This public discussion often emphasized that some in the antivaccine camp believe

that vaccines cause autism or contain harmful levels of toxins and impurities. Beneath the

concern of many Americans over vaccine safety, a specific and not necessarily illogical

worldview is discernable: a rejection of the manufactured, the synthetic and the “unnatural,”

and an embrace of the “natural” as healthier and intrinsically better. Vaccines are often seen

as “unnatural,” and boosting immunity “naturally” is viewed by some as the healthier and

better approach. Online forums and blogs devoted to natural living offer countless examples

of this perspective, and the recent book Vaccine Nation by Elena Conis documents the

evolution of this worldview in detail.  Studies have shown that parents who resist vaccination

tend to inhabit networks of like-minded individuals with similar beliefs.  These pockets of

antivaccination sentiment tend to overlap with reliance on and interest in complementary and

alternative medicine,  skepticism of institutional authority,  and a strong commitment and

interest in health knowledge, autonomy, and healthy living practices.

The idea of the “natural” evokes a sense of purity, goodness, and harmlessness. Meanwhile,

synthetic substances, products, and technologies mass produced by industry (notably,

vaccines) are seen as “unnatural” and often arouse suspicion and distrust. Part of this value

system is the perception that what’s natural is safer, healthier and less risky. This embrace of
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the “natural” over the “unnatural” appears in a variety of contemporary scientific and medical

issues beyond vaccination, including rejection of genetically modified foods, a preference for

organic over conventionally grown foods, and rejection of assisted reproductive

technologies,  as well as concerns over environmental toxins and water fluoridation. Much of

the interest in complementary and alternative medicines also hinges on “ideas of natural

techniques as safer, gentler and benign.”  In some cases, however, this view that “natural” is

synonymous with “better” may work against specific public health goals.

The recent Nuffield Council report documents these overlapping ideas in detail and suggests

that although some individuals may understand “natural/unnatural” as value neutral, there are

other perspectives, for example, the fear that scientific innovations may be wrong because

they move living things away from their fundamental nature and that nature offers the best

way of doing things.  This latter view is clearly and commonly invoked in breastfeeding

promotion. For example, the US Department of Health and Human Services’ “It’s only

natural” breastfeeding promotion campaign is an explicit attempt to persuade women to

breastfeed by framing breastfeeding as better than formula because it is natural. Furthermore,

the American Academy of Pediatrics has referred to breast milk as “the best and most natural

food for infants.”  A breastfeeding promotion poster produced by the New York City

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene describes breastfeeding as “Mom-made” as

compared with formula feeding, labeled with a red circle that reads “Factory-made.” The

intended message to parents presumably is that, in this one particular case, factory-made,

unnatural substances are unhealthy and should be avoided, whereas the “Mom-made” and

natural option is safer and better. Breastfeeding has also been referred to as “natural” by the

World Health Organization, the California Department of Public Health, and the Vermont

Department of Health, to give just a few examples, and numerous other instances of this

approach have been documented in a report put out by the Berkeley Media Studies Group in

2010.

It makes sense that breastfeeding promotion would make appeals to the “natural.” The

resurgence in breastfeeding rates over roughly the past 4 decades is rooted in a history of

women’s organized efforts during the 1950s and 1960s to redeem the value of feeding babies

“naturally” in the face of widespread medical support for formula feeding.  Coupling nature

with motherhood, however, can inadvertently support biologically deterministic arguments

about the roles of men and women in the family (for example, that women should be the

primary caretakers of children). Referencing the “natural” in breastfeeding promotion, then,

may inadvertently endorse a controversial set of values about family life and gender roles,

which would be ethically inappropriate. Invoking the “natural” is also imprecise because it

lacks a clear definition. For similar reasons, the recent Nuffield report states that public

agencies, governments and organizations contributing to public and political debates about

science, technology, and medicine “should avoid using the terms natural, unnatural and

nature” unless they make transparent the “values or beliefs that underlie them.”

Whatever the ethics of appealing to the natural in breastfeeding promotion, it raises practical

concerns. The “natural” option does not align consistently with public health goals. If doing

what is “natural” is “best” in the case of breastfeeding, how can we expect mothers to ignore

that powerful and deeply persuasive worldview when making choices about vaccination? If

breastfeeding promotion frames the “factory-made” option as risky or unhealthy, what should

parents conclude when choosing between factory-made vaccines and boosting immunity

“naturally”? We should think twice before referencing the “natural” in breastfeeding

promotion, even if it motivates women to breastfeed.
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